
Achieve Grande Profits from your Coffee Service  
(for not a latte money)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Demand exists for 
better specialty 
coffee

You’ve all seen it.  I’ll bet that nearly everyone is in the room today as a result of the demand that they have seen in the marketplace or in their 
very own restaurants.  Consumers are buying coffee based on flavor.  International powerhouse chains have popped-up in less than a decade 
that specialize in the stuff; QSR and fast casual operators are all fighting over share of stomach in the so-called breakfast wars using coffee as 
their weapon of choice.   

Consumers are better educated on how coffee is supposed to taste than any other time in recent history and you’ve got a front row seat to give 
them what they want.

 

 

 

 

Restaurants are 
positioned to take 
advantage of this 
demand 

The guests in your establishments are coffee drinkers; they frequent chain companies like Starbucks and smaller coffee shops every day 
looking for the coffee that they drink.  Data shows that breakfast food transactions are often driven by the selection of coffee over the selection 
of food. 

37% of all breakfast orders include coffee; 80-90% of all coffee drinkers consume coffee with breakfast.  Coffee, by itself, is the #1 consumed 
breakfast item in America. 

Coffee, however, is not strictly a morning drink.  Up to 20% of all coffee drinkers consume coffee with and without meals throughout the day, 
providing restaurants with a substantial opportunity to sell more of these high-profitable beverages.



 

 

 

 

Restaurant coffee 
is not achieving 
its full potential

We all know it - restaurant coffee is falling shot of its potential.  Why?  We can point to a few key factors: 

1) Misunderstanding: coffee is an obscure specialty.  Culinary schools spend little or no time on the beverages, particularly compared to its 
counterpart in wine.  Vendors that offer coffee as one part of their larger product lineup often provide incorrect information about coffee and 
how it should be prepared -- it’s not some kind of malicious plot, just a casual ignorance or indifference.   From my experience, I’ve found 
that most restaurateurs are receptive to taking the steps necessary to serve great-tasting coffee, but just don’t know how.   

2)  recognition.  The people that set the menus rarely get credit for the coffee that they choose.  We applaud the sommelier for the wine that 
they select and marvel at executive chefs for their creations - who gets credit for the coffee?   

3)  Premiums and incentives - No coffee equipment is free.  I repeat, no coffee equipment is free.  If you do not rent-to-own your furniture, you 
should not rent-to-own coffee equipment through schemes that are intended to give you the machines you want now at a substantially 
higher price over time than you want to pay.  That price is levied in your obligation to continue working with a supplier regardless of the 
quality of what they provide and, let’s face it, they have to charge more to makeup for the huge capital outlay of supporting a fleet of loaner 
equipment - equipment that is often (but not always) selected for its low cost and rarely maintained adequately (again, as a cost control).  
Better coffee roasters will not hide the cost of equipment in their wholesale coffee prices, but rather, will work with a client to determine what 
works best for them and then get it for them at a reasonable price. 

4) Myth of the lingering guest - “We don’t want to encourage guests to sit around drinking coffee when the table can be turned-over to 
someone else.”  I’m sure that no one in this room subscribes to the philosophy that “serving a bad drink will get them out the door faster,” 
but if you run into someone that does, I’ve got another suggestion: serve spoiled food - that’ll turn over those tables even faster.  You’ll find 

 

 

 

 

We can learn from 
the specialty 
coffee industry

Despite having, as writer Tim Castle calls “a rich history of sharp-shooting its own feet,” there’s a lot that the restaurant industry can learn from 
it’s specialty coffee retail segment.  Today we’ll (of course) talk about coffee preparation techniques and tasting techniques so that you can 
understand more about how to select coffee that is ideal for your environment, but the most important lesson that you can learn from the 
specialty coffee industry as it exists today is that there is no one coffee shop format, nor is there one method of preparing coffee that is ideal for 
al businesses.  The coffee business is as flexible as the food business - it can be whatever you desire. 

Hospitality businesses and restaurants are clearly excited about the revenue possibilities from the specialty coffee beverage segment.  As I 
stated for articles in both Hospitality F&B Executive and HOTELS Magazine in the last two months, we’ve seen more interest from 
restaurateurs and hoteliers in the past few months than the combined last five years - the fact that I was being interviewed about coffee for 
these two publications alone is a positive sign of change.   

However, it’s important that we not let all of the excitement get in the way of developing and implementing a profitable beverage menu that 
matches the business you operate; running out to the local coffee chain to write down their menu and a list of the equipment on their bar is 
probably not the best approach for your restaurant to serve beverages that compliment your other menu items.  For most businesses, doing so 
would be comparable to running out to the nearest McDonald’s to figure out how to assemble your food menu - are there things that you can 
learn from their business model?  Of course, there are!  However, you don’t want to try and duplicate that model exactly at your own locations 
because it’s probably not an exact fit - and sometimes will not fit well at all. 

Coffee shops are just like restaurants in that you have QSR formats, fast casual, and even fine dining opportunities.  When you are planning 
the coffee service that best compliments your business, make sure that you are emulating the correct format.

 

 

 

 

Coffee should be 
viewed as a 
prepared food 

Coffee is a powdered drink, right?  Just add hot water?  No.  Coffee is a perishable food that requires preparation.   It will take twenty five 
people to harvest this agricultural product,grade, process, transport, roast and deliver each bean to your restaurant… how you prepare it is the 
final step on which all of these people’s jobs (and in many cases lives) rely. No pressure. 

Think of coffee like you think of bread.  Once it is cooked, you have a limited amount of time to experience its full flavor, aroma and taste.  
Preparing your beverage is like using your bread as the part of some menu item; for example a sandwich.  Just like you should never use stale 
bread in you sandwiches, don’t use stale coffee in your beverages AND just like with any sandwich on your menu, you must be sure that your 
other ingredients and style of preparation compliment the bread that you have selected. 

Coffee is food.



 

 

 

"If a window of 
opportunity 
appears, don't 
pull down the 
shade."  
– Tom Peters

A window of opportunity has been delivered to restaurants by the specialty coffee industry; now is the time to capitalize on that opportunity.  
American coffee drinkers consume only a small fraction of the coffee consumed by our European counterparts -- want to know why?  

 The coffee that has traditionally been served in America has been prepared in the home, largely as the result of mass merchandising fueled by 
the lure of convenience and corporate longing for greater short-term profitability.  Unfortunately, that mass-market coffee just doesn’t taste very 
good, so we drink less.   

I’m not paid by growing organizations to increase coffee consumption.  I have invested my time in this presentation and paid my travel 
expenses to be here today for one reason: I, like so many other Americans, want to order coffee in restaurants with or after our meals that we 
can drink.  The best part about it is, I and so many others pay for that experience.  We show our approval with our wallets, which makes serving 
the better beverages a lucrative venture.   

Seize the opportunity that has been created by coffee shops - you’ll find that the better coffee we all serve, the more that consumers will 
demand and subsequently, the more money you’ll make.

The coffee industry is making 
money

…and speaking of money.  The specialty coffee industry is making lots of the stuff.  So much so that major QSR players like McDonald’s, 
Burger King, Dunkin’ Donuts, 7-11 and others have raced to introduce new products and even some new concepts, like McDonald’s McCafe to 
capitalize on the rising trend. 

Not the #2 commodity in the world 
behind oil, but it’s still big.

You’ve probably heard the statement that “coffee is the second most valuable commodity behind oil.” Mark Pendegrast, who coined the 
statement, went back a few years ago to calculate and determined that it’s not exactly true… probably in the top 50 industries in the world, but 
not #2 by any stretch of accounting.  The total world-wide market for coffee is estimated at over $70,000,000.  Since 70% of this world-wide 
agricultural crop is is grown on farms of 25 acres or less, a large number of people (over 20,000,000) are dependent upon it for a living.



Starbucks introduced espresso to 
mainstream coffee culture.

Potential investors scoffed Howard Schultz’ assertions that consumers would gladly hand over $1.50 for a cup of coffee.  Of the original 242 
investors to whom he presented his new espresso bar concept “Il Gionale,” (that later purchased Starbucks) 217 said “no.” 

Only 20 years after purchasing Starbucks for $3.8 million dollars, the company has an annual revenue of over $6.4 billion dollars.  As quoted 

from NRN’s article “The $6 billion gorilla,” “Starbucks enjoys 97-percent unaided brand recognition, and 18 visits a month from 
a typical customer. No other brand could put a store across the street from another unit and have them both do well. 
It's almost an evangelical brand.”

The market penetration of this wildly successful company has introduced mainstream America to the concept of 
specialty coffee; 20 years ago it would have been difficult to find a cappuccino in Kansas City, now it’s commonplace.

The specialty coffee industry is 
worth over $12 billion annually

It’s estimated now by the Specialty Coffee Association of America that specialty coffee beverages (that includes everything from higher-grade 
brewed coffees to espresso and espresso-based beverages like your café lattes) is a $12 billion annual business in the USA alone.  This is 
approximately half of the value of the entire specialty foods market in America. 

Consumer tastes are changing 
The category of specialty foods is broadly defined as any food or beverage product commanding a premium price due to its quality, availability 
or target consumer.  Coffee is the largest part of the specialty foods category, but not exclusively where we see dramatic changes occurring in 
food buying.  

American consumers are demanding more flavor from all of the foods and beverages that they experience and are willing to accept new items 
as a part of their daily routine.  Look at the substantial market growth in ethic-inspired foods, traditionally prepared foods, and premium gourmet 
items.  Specialty markets like Whole Foods and Trader Joe’s have experienced phenomenal market growth based on the same trends.

The NASFT estimates that there are 50 million so-called “heavy-buyers” of specialty foods in America, mostly concentrated in large 
metropolitan areas.  These buyers will and do pay for the perceived value associated associated with and unique range of flavors available 
from premium specialty coffees.



We're undergoing a revolution of 
specialization

I relate what’s happening to the specialty coffee market to my own experiences growing up in metro-Detroit in the 1970’s.  As a youngster, I 
thought that I didn’t like parmesan cheese.  In suburban Detroit in the 1970’s, parmesan cheese came in a green can.  It was not until much 
later in life, when the specialty foods market was maturing in America and I traveled outside of my hometown and got my first taste of real 
parmesan cheese cut straight from the wheel, that I learned “hey, it’s not that I dislike parmesan cheese, I dislike processed parmesan cheese.”  
It turns out that fresh, real parmesan cheese is something that I really enjoy. 

The average consumer that grew up with inferior pre-ground robusta coffee in a can is now undergoing that same epiphany.  Just like I will 
never go back to eating that bland pre-grated cheese from a can, the modern coffee drinker can never go back to mass-merchandised coffee 
once they have experienced it the way it is intended to be prepared.

Coffee is the new wine
What we see happening in coffee today is similar to what happened with wine decades ago.  It wasn’t too long ago that diners would simply 
request “red” or “white” -- and if you look back far enough, that was true even in fine dining restaurants, not just in casual dining.  Today, wines 
are identified on menus by country origin, region, varietal, vintner, estate and vintage. 

Consumers are now aware of world growing origins and even some regions.   I’ve witnessed customers requesting coffee based on flavor 
preferences for African coffees Colombian coffee, and growing regions like Yirgacheffe in Ethiopia and Kona in our very own Hawaii.  We’re not 
quite at the point where we can expect someone to walk into a coffee bar and order some specific lot of Panama Esmerelda… probably just 
nearing the wine-equivalent of ordering a “red California wine” with dinner.

Restaurants are positioned to do 
more with coffee 

Restaurant operators already understand the demands of managing perishable food items, they maintain a trained culinary staff to prepare 
those foods, often have the coffee preparation equipment (or space and necessary electrical / plumbing requirements), refrigeration space and 
most important: the guests that want to consume coffee.  In comparison to brick and mortar non-food retailers like Borders or car dealerships, 
or airport lounges, flower shops or any of a dozen other examples where specialty coffee beverages are being offered successfully, restaurants 
are far ahead of the game.  With comparatively minimal effort, you have the ability to make specialty coffee a significant profit center of your 
business.



Don't meet expectations, redefine 
expectations

Where the fast food companies have done well at introducing mainstream America to a new form of beverage, they’ve done so at a level of 
quality that is internationally comparable to the quality of the fast food itself.  Although Joe-consumer is more likely to now spell espresso with 
an “s” instead of an “x” he still believes that it is supposed to be a little black cup of coffee; which of course, it is not. 

Due to their size and business models, where QSR’s have excelled in penetration, they have lacked in product execution which leaves open 
the opportunity for specialty coffee businesses and restaurant operators alike to not only meet the expectations of the average consumer, but 
far exceed them in flavor, taste and ultimately satisfaction.  

Make coffee part of the dining 
experience

Just like wine, coffee can be an integral part of the overall dining experience. Some leading restaurants now offer coffee pairing menus that 
suggest varietals to accompany meal and dessert items.  Some restaurants use incorporate the coffee as ingredients used in the preparation of 
the meals of desserts themselves.   

Coffee offers a new palate of flavors that can be applied by creative culinary artists in a variety of different applications.  Do not think of coffee 
merely as an “after dinner drink.”  Coffee can be consumed hot or cold, combined with other flavors (and of course, dairy products).

 

 

 

 

How do we know 
what's good? 

That’s great, you say, but how do we know when we’re serving good coffee?  Our distributors tell us that our coffee is good, our customers 
don’t complain and yet we really don’t sell as much coffee as that coffee shop on the corner.  I think the coffee tastes fine, but I really don’t have 
much for comparison. 

It’s your lucky day, because that’s exactly what we’re going to talk about now.  Great tasting coffee can be summed up in one overriding word: 
Balance.



How we taste 
So how do we taste? (no, not like chicken)   

To define the concept of “balance” we need to discuss a little about the basic components of taste.  Chefs in the room or anyone that has 
experience wine tasting… or any other professional taste training for that matter, will probably be familiar with this information, as it is entirely 
applicable to coffee.

We taste with the whole tongue
You’ve probably all seen that old tongue map with shaded areas showing “bitter, sweet, sour and salt.”  That tongue map was published by D.P. 
Hanig in 1901 and still appears in textbooks today… which is unfortunately, because it is largely wrong.  Varieties of papillae contain taste buds 
that are spread across the tongue.

The map was debunked in 1974 by Virginia Collings, who found the map to be “overly simplistic” certain areas had greater and lesser 
sensitivity to components of taste, including Umami the 5th sense that was discovered by Japanese Kikunae Ikeda in the early 1900’s - was 
ignored by western scientists for almost 100 years.

Almost everyone has the ability to taste to some degree.  Some people have a very high density of papillae on their tongues, making them 
better tasters than the average person, known as “super tasters.”  Some people have a very low density of papillae, making them “non-tasters.”  
Women are generally better tasters than men since taste is a key mechanism to identify naturally occurring poisons -- childbearing women that 
could not identify the taste of arsenic are no longer a part of our gene pool.

Incidentally, for this same reason, children are generally better tasters that adults - particularly of bitter compounds.  As we age, our taste buds 
die and are not replaced, meaning that some foods that are overpowering and unpleasant tasting to children, like Brussels sprouts and broccoli 
become quite tasty when we get older.

Sweetness is caused by 
caramelized sugars

All of the flavors discussed here are naturally occurring: sweetness that is perceptible in coffee is largely as a result of caramelized sugars that 
form during the roasting process.  Just like caramelizing onions or cooking many other food ingredients, it is the job of the coffee roaster to 
carefully cook coffee using a roasting time and temperature profile designed to maximize the natural sweetness and flavors present in coffee - 
when overcooked, sweetness is lost.  If undercooked, those sugars do not develop.



Bitterness is both desirable and 
undesirable 

Bitterness is not entirely undesirable.  The human sense of taste is very sensitive to bitterness since most poisonous chemicals found in nature 
have a bitter flavor, but some bitterness is necessary to balance the flavor of coffee… and most foods in general.  Quinine is the key 
component that causes bitterness in coffee, followed second by caffeine.  Quinine additionally forms while coffee stales - a process that is 
accelerated by leaving coffee on one of those old-style burners.

Sourness is caused by naturally 
occurring acids

Sourness is often associated with the acidity in a coffee (cause by tartaric acid).  There is good sourness, like the citrus-like crispness of a 
bright coffee and also bad sourness, like an alkaloidal caustic taste.  

Saltiness is caused by soluble 
mineral oxides

The most delicate flavors in coffees are created by very small and balanced levels of salts and sugars.  Overpowering salts create acrid 
astringency or even a brackish taste fault.   

The ideal coffee flavor includes some balance of sweet, sour, salt and bitter, where are components are perceptible with no one overpowering 
the others.



Try this at home…
Try dissolving the following in 200ml (6.8 oz) of hot water:

0.5g sugar, for "Sweet”

0.5g citric acid, for ”Soury Acidity”

.0.1g salt, for "Salt".

1 crushed "No-Doz" (caffeine) tablet for "Bitter".

0.5g sunflower oil for "Body" (stir well to emulsify it, or add it to the "Acid" sample.)

Coffee offers the same complex 
experience as wine

Tasting coffee is very similar to tasting wine; as shown on the attached flavor and aroma wheel created by the Specialty Coffee Association of 
America, there are a variety of nuances to flavor and scent that are commonly present, including the taste of tangy or bright acidity, scents of 
blackberry, toasted bread and chocolate. 

Just like wine, each growing region world, each varietal of coffee plan, each farm has unique flavor and aroma characteristics -- these 
characteristics are highlighted by skilled coffee roasters that best understand their craft.  Only recently, regions have begun the process of 
organization districts to market their brand distinctions - unlike the wine industry that has thousands of years of name recognition (such as 
France’s Burgundy region), coffee’s oldest origin marks were not established until 1986 with Jamaica Blue Mountain. Others, like Hawaii’s 
Kona, Ethiopia’s Yirgacheffe and Sidamo regions are only now beginning to follow.

80% of coffee's 1000 chemicals are 
volatile aromas

We estimate that over 1,000 chemicals (some scientists believe as many as 1,500) makeup the complex experience that is coffee - 80% of 
which are a bouquet of volatile aromas that quickly degrade with air contact.   By comparison, wine has only 200.  Most of those chemicals are 
not yet cataloged by science. 

Volatile aromas dissipate very quickly in contact with the air, making it crucial that coffee is always used fresh from the roaster, ground fresh 
and prepared for immediate consumption.  You’ve heard that it’s always best to serve “fresh” coffee.  So what is fresh? 

2 weeks after leaving the coffee roaster, the majority of the positive aromatic compounds in coffee will dissipate -- gas spectrographic analysis 
of coffee shows that the majority of chemical compounds in coffee will remain stable for approximately 10-days to 2 weeks while that coffee 
gives off carbon dioxide and absorbs oxygen.  It’s the dissipation of volatile compounds and absorption of oxygen and moisture into the bean 
fiber that gives it a stale flavor. 

Now picture what happens when you grind that coffee.  The full surface area of the bean is broken into a number of smaller particles, meaning 
that substantially more of that coffee surface area is open to penetration by the air.  As a result of the increased exposure to oxygen, the 
amount of time necessary for ground coffee to reach the same state of decay as whole bean coffee is substantially accelerated, to the point 
where your coffee can go stale in a matter of minutes or maybe an hour instead of weeks.  That’s why you always want to start with fresh coffee 
and grind it only immediately as needed.



75% of what we perceive as taste is 
actually smell

So, you may ask, the aroma of coffee is nice, but so what?  Those aromatic compounds are critical to the best coffee experience because the 
majority of what we perceive as “taste” is not really taste at all, it’s smell.  Cut up pieces of common fruit (banana, orange, apple, etc.) and put 
them on a plate.  Put on a blindfold and with one hand plug your nose -- take a taste of some of the fruit and see if you can identify it… it’s 
trickier that you think.  If you need a hint, while chewing release your nose and take a deep breath, the sense of what you are tasting will rush 
into your mouth.  Studies have shown that most people cannot identify the taste of very common food items (chocolate, garlic, coffee or wine) 
without the sense of smell. 

The sense of smell is extremely complicated; science still does not understand how we process smells.  We do know that humans can perceive 
the difference in odor over 10,000 substances but it is often difficult to name those smells without training.  Jean Lenoir and his company 
Edition Lenoir manufacturers popular scent training kits under the “Le Nez” brand for wine, coffee, cigars and other smell-oriented specialties.  
The  Le Nez due Café (the nose of coffee) kit includes 36 common and distinct aromas and fault taints that can be identified in coffee -- it’s an 
excellent tool to practice the development of a vocabulary that you can use to discuss and describe the nuances of coffee.

Acidity adds life to coffee
Acidity is a descriptive term that is often avoided by retailers for fear of confusion with the effect of upset stomach caused by consumption of 
stale, over-extracted, caustic coffee.  Acidity is recognized in 3 categories, 1) naturally desirable (acid) 2) naturally undesirable (sour) and 3) 
undesirable (from process) 

Think of positive acidity as having a refreshing flavor, like a glass of lemonade on a hot summer day.  It’s the natural brightness or tangy zest in 
coffee that adds dimension to sweetness.  

Undesirable acids produce an unpleasant sourness or astringent dry cotton-mouth feeling, which is caused when saliva is dissolved by intense 
and unbalanced acids.

Fat lipids create mouth-feel
Naturally occurring oils, cellulose and bean fiber in coffee create body and subsequent mouth-feel.  Body is the heaviness, richness, or 
creaminess that can be felt in coffee when swishing it around in your mouth; note that the coffee is not really heavy or creamy, but the body 
makes it feel that way. To follow wine analogy, burgundies and certain other red wines are heavier in body than clarets and most white wines.

Some coffees, like Indonesian Javas are prized for a heavy, clean mouth feel, whereas some others such as Mexican coffees are very light and 
bright with very little body.



"Cup" is also a verb
There is a method to all of this madness, and it’s called “cupping.”  Cupping is the process of systematically and objectively evaluating a coffee; 
there is no one universally accepted cupping form, but everyone pretty much agrees what needs to be evaluated.  The form in your package 
supplied by Roast Magazine is a handy one to learn both the process and some its terminology. 

Practice and humility are the keys to successful coffee cupping; coffee is extremely complex and very experienced cuppers will tell you that 
there is always something new to learn.  Despite the seemingly scientific process, coffee cupping should be a fun and social event that should 
not be limited to the abstract flowery descriptors -- there are no wrong answers in cupping and sometimes, even top experts will disagree based 
on their perception of taste. 

Coffee cupping happens every day at every coffee traders’ office, every reputable coffee roaster and it should be happening regularly at every 
coffee shop and restaurant.  If you taste your food before it leaves the kitchen, there should be some mechanism in place for you to routinely 
taste and evaluate the coffee that you serve.

Arrange your supplies
What you’ll need: 

Small 5-7 oz glasses (or sometimes bowls) --  Bar glasses work great for this application. 

Cupping spoons -- either spoons specifically designed for the task or sometimes measuring spoons have a suitable deep bowl shape 

Hot water source -- hot water boiler or kettle to take the water to just under boiling (approx 200 deg F) 

Cupping form (or notebook) and pencils -- to record what you taste 

Spit cups -- it’s perfectly acceptable and in fact recommended that not swallow all of the samples.  Tasting potentially dozens of samples of 
coffee in one day, you’ll make yourself sick by drinking them all.  It’s better that your spit cups be a different color than the drinking samples. 

Hot water rinse -- an additional cup or vessel to rinse your cupping spoon between samples 

Drinking water -- to avoid dehydration and to cleanse the palate (sometimes also with crackers or another neutral item) between samples.  

Gather your colleagues
Next, gather your friends.  Cupping is a collaborative and social event where you can gain from the experience of others.  Compare your notes 
with others -- odds are, someone that you’re cupping with will find something different than you.  You can use the experience to go back and 
discover what they’ve found for yourself.



Grind each cup
Coffees used in formal sessions are roasted very light,when compared to the average coffee on the American market, with the intent of 
preserving the unique characteristics in that coffee.  Coffees are ground relatively coarse, more coarse than one intended for drip brew - similar 
to that suited for a French press.   

And these coffees are all ground fresh, and distributed in equal portions of 2 tablespoons coffee for a 6 oz cup.  

Smell the fragrance
Professional coffee cuppers will next smell the aromatic fragrance of the coffee (before adding water) and record any specific scents and 
intensities in their notes.  The smell of ground coffee before adding water is called fragrance, after adding water, it becomes aroma.  The scent 
of coffee is evaluated at three stages 1) dry, before adding the water 2) after adding water while the coffee steeps and 3) upon breaking the 
crust that forms before sipping.

Pour the water
Hot, clean water at 200 deg F is poured at a ratio of approximately 2 tbs per 6 oz of water.  All samples should receive water as quickly as is 
reasonably possible in one continuous pour designed to fully immerse coffee in the cup.



Sample the aroma
Coffee will then steep for approximately 4 minutes, allowing for the chemical flavor compounds to transfer into the water.  While steeping, 
cuppers will smell the wet grounds atop the coffee samples, noting changes in aroma from the dry fragrance.  Normally, there is a dramatic 
difference.

Break the crust
Next comes the breaking of the crust of coffee that normally floats to the top of the sample.  When breaking, a cupper places his or her nose 
close to the sample and presses a cupping spoon through the crust.  When first broken, the sample will release an intense burst of aroma, 
which is where much of the aromatic quality of the coffee is graded. 

After each cupper has had the opportunity to break crust on the samples (normally multiple copies shared between cuppers for duplicity), the 
samples are stirred no more than 3 times and then remaining grounds are scraped from the top using the cupping spoons and discarded. 

Slurp away!
After a short cooling period, the slurping commences.  The best coffee cuppers inhale violently (sometimes sounding like a party horn) to 
aspirate a spoonful of coffee across their entire tongue, slosh the coffee around their mouth and then spit.  The idea is to mix air and liquid in a 
spray covering the entire tasting surface of the mouth.



Record your experience
The saying in the coffee business is that “if you didn’t record it, you didn’t taste it.”  Sometimes cupping hundreds of samples per day, it is 
difficult to remember the nuances of each one.  Professional cuppers will record their findings about the aroma, flavor, mouth feel, acidity and 
finish.

Cool and repeat
Take a walk away from the table and come back after the samples have cooled.  The best coffees in the world are identified by how they cool -- 
the ones that maintain their balance and flavor while cooling are exemplary.  Go back and record it again. 

By the way, don’t dump coffee grounds down your sink unless you like visits from your plumber.

 

 

 

 

Make it work for 
you

Wow, that’s a lot of information we’ve covered so far today.  Sitting out in the audience right now, I would be thinking to myself, “ if coffee is this 
complicated, how can we expect a consumer to ever appreciate this level of sophistication?”  My answer is simple: they probably will not 
appreciate the complexity of the process and very few will appreciate the complexity of the product; however, they will appreciate the resulting 
good taste.   

Once you and your staff have learned to not only identify but also quantify the taste of the coffee that you serve, you will be better positioned 
not only to serve better tasting coffee, but also order better coffees and then apply that coffee in other places throughout your food and 
beverage menu.  



What you get out of it depends on…
So, how do you serve better coffee?  The best place to start is with your ingredients.  Just like preparing any dish, the end result can only be as 
good as the ingredients that you use. 

Water is 98.5% of your coffee
Don’t forget about the single largest ingredient in a cup of coffee, that is: water.  Water makes up 98.5% of the coffee that you serve -- that’s a 
pretty compelling reason to pay attention to the water that you’re using.  Minute variations in water composition will make dramatic differences 
in how your coffee will taste. 

The best specialty coffee retailers (including the big ones) work with water specialists that design custom water treatment systems, taking 
vastly differing water input from sources around the world and outputting them to the same precise formula.  Simple water filters and cartridge 
softeners will not necessarily remove all of the bad chemicals and leave all of the good minerals that you want to retain to maximize flavor.  
Reverse osmosis systems create chemically pure H2O, often times taking all mineral elements from your water and, as a result of the process, 
affecting the pH balance and leaving that water alkaline.   

Work with a water specialist that understands coffee and can make recommendations specific to your French press, tea or brewed coffee 
service and separate recommendations for your espresso (which has slightly different requirements).

Dairy is a seasonal ingredient
95% of all espresso-based beverages served in the United States (café latte, cappuccino, espresso macchiato, etc.) include milk, making milk a 
key ingredient of concern when planning a coffee service.  Anyone that has worked with dairy products before (which I assume most of you 
have) knows just how chemically unstable they are.  You cannot, for example, expect to leave a carton of milk out on the table overnight at 
room temperature and expect it to be good in the morning. 

For that same reason, whenever your recipes call for milk products, remember that you must never reheat, resteam or otherwise reuse milk.  
Always store your milk at 35-37 deg F and heat them immediately to an ideal serving temperature of 150-155 deg F.  Heating is a one-way 
process, as is evident if you’ve ever tried to reheat a pizza that was left out on the counter -- cheese was not quite the same the second time, 
right? 

That recommended temperature range of 150-155 deg F is one that we established as being ideal for bringing out the optimum flavor of 
average milk.  As a result of the jumbo beverage sizes served exclusively in the USA, the majority of coffee purveyors heat their milk too much - 
on average 170 degrees F or more, which borders on the scalding of whey proteins and creates a bitter “scald” taste and smell.  At the lower 
temperature of 150 deg F, milk maintains the optimum sweetness gained by the release of the glucose (sugar) molecule in lactose. 

You should taste your milk regularly and make the selections that best compliment that coffee.  Brands, origins and processing methods of milk 
will vary the taste and heating properties -- this can even change seasonally in the Midwest as cattle change diets from grain to grass.



Don't buy coffee where you buy 
janitorial supplies

Finally, of course, coffee.  I had a discussion with Ken Barker, who along with his wife Karen Barker owns the Magnolia Grill in North Carolina.  
Between them, they have a bakers’ dozen James Beard Foundation nominations and multiple wins for the food that they serve - Magnolia Grill 
is also recognized as serving outstanding coffee.  In the talk, I asked Ben why he thought that the restaurant industry as a whole was 
underperforming where it comes to coffee.  His answer was a resounding “(with coffee) they take the easy way out.”   

The convenience of buying coffee from your foodservice distributor will have an impact on the quality of what you serve and does limit your 
ability and access to the best coffees available.  Every operator, large and small, must decide the role that coffee will play in their business and 
how they will best take advantage of the new opportunities that exist. 

Specialty coffee is just that -a specialty- and as such, requires the attention of coffee specialists.  Large and small operators alike have the 
ability to work with varying sizes of specialty coffee roasting companies in the USA and world-wide to create customized programs that match 
the unique style and required flavor profile of your business.  There is no reason that any sized business, large or small, cannot work directly 
with a specialty coffee roaster or even integrate coffee buying and roasting as a part of their own business model.

Good ingredients taste bad when 
improperly prepared

Training: this is where we in the coffee beverage business really envy those wine-people.  This is not simply a matter of popping the cork and 
pouring.  At its best, brewing coffee requires procedural guidelines to follow for product handling, coffee-to-water ratio, and holding time -- you 
can read through the standards for brewed coffee in the SCAA brewing standards handout. 

At its worst, the correct preparation of espresso and espresso-based drinks is a complicated specialty.  In finer coffee shops around the world, 
baristas (that’s Italian for coffee-barman) you have to apprentice for 6 months or longer before they’ll allow you to serve an espresso to a 
customer.  Understanding that we operate under strict cost controls in the USA, this is not really practical; however, you must provide education 
for your staff.  Becoming a skilled barista is equivalent to becoming a competent chef, the best baristas in the country have thousands of hours 
of practice and a working knowledge of their machinery, the process of cooking and the ingredients that they use to rival the head of any 
kitchen.  The 6-hour lecture and laboratory course that I’ve written and teach for the specialty coffee association is a good overview of the most 
important topics - the 5-day private workshops that my company and others hold for clients is comprehensive, but still requires a great deal of 
practice to apply in the workplace.

It's hard to assemble a blank puzzle
It is important that your staff has the opportunity to experience all of the information that we have reviewed here today.  In many instances, your 
team can find and correct problems at the point of preparation if only they knew what the ideal result is supposed to be.  Incorporate coffee 
tasting a routine part of your training curriculum so that participants can recognize the goal that they are supposed to achieve -- you’ll find that it 
is must easier to put together a puzzle when we know how the picture is intended to look.



Automation is a tool, not a crutch
Modern automation offers a number of tools that are extremely useful to increase the consistency of coffee preparation, while at the same time 
reducing its complexity.  Automated grinders dose precise volumes of coffee into brew or portafilter baskets, coffee dispensers outfitted with 
LCD readouts display the volume of coffee remaining and the amount of time since it has been brewed and “superautomatic” espresso 
machines will grind coffee, dose proper volumes, extract correct water volumes for espresso and even dispense heated milk to precise 
temperatures.   

I completely support the proper use of automation in a number of environments; it’s practical and it makes sense - particularly in restaurants 
where coffee is not the sole focus of your business.  Be aware, however, that just as mentioned on the previous slide, when you don’t know 
what the end result is suppose to be, you don’t know when something is wrong. 

I think of the students graduating from our nation’s high schools that have never solved an algebra problem without the aid of a calculator… it’s 
sad to think that some children today cannot even calculate the tip on a restaurant check without a calculator.  The same problem can be seen 
in the foodservice industry.  Your job is not to “push this button,” it is to prepare coffee -- with or without the aid of mechanized tools, your staff 
should know how that product is supposed to taste. 

Think individual, think immediate
Coffee and espresso, in particular, is best served immediately.  I like to think about the experience of serving coffee to be just like service fresh 
chocolate chip cookies.  Chocolate chip cookies fresh from the oven have a wonderful aroma, warm melt-in-your-mouth texture and 
outstanding flavor; if you let them sit for a couple of days on the counter, they can still taste good, but never as good as when they were fresh. 

The preparation on-demand of coffee (whether it be coffee served in a French press, espresso or even a fresh pot of brewed coffee) and 
immediate serving will ensure that your diners get the full coffee experience each time.

You can't sell the sip without the 
steam

Proper presentation of your coffee can also dramatically affect its taste and your guests perception of its taste.  For example, serving specialty 
coffee beverages in a Styrofoam cup is inappropriate for most businesses - such materials and presentation cheapen the product that you are 
serving. 

For sit-down dining, ceramics typically offer the best appearance and thermal stability - preheat the cups before dispensing coffee onto a cold 
mass that may absorb the heat from your beverages and ruin its taste.  You can furthermore get creative by serving layered specialty drinks in 
glassware.



Bigger is not better, better is better
Larger portions of specialty coffee are not better, they’re just bigger… and, in fact, inhibit your ability to serve the best quality. 

Remember when I talked earlier about the serving temperature of milk being higher in American-style beverages than the rest of the world?  
That’s directly related to the size of average beverages served here.   

Traditionally, a cappuccino is a 5-6oz beverage consisting of approximately 1/3 espresso and 2/3 silky milk-froth, foamed to the consistency of 
beaten egg whites or almost a meringue.  In America, it’s difficult to find a “small” cappuccino that is smaller than 12 oz.   

In order to serve beverages of 12 oz, 16 oz or even 20 oz, coffee retailers have made some adjustments: 1) the milk has gotten hotter than it 
should ideally be, so that the beverage is still warm when you slurp your way down to those last few milky remains and 2) they’ve stretched the 
ingredients all out of proportion -- if you were to serve 7 oz of espresso in that 20-oz jumbo gulp of coffee, that drink would contain 
approximately 350 mg of caffeine; the equivalent of 3.5 10 oz cups of typical brewed coffee or 4 red bull sodas. 

Furthermore, the beverage would simply be too intense to finish.  I relate a story told to me by a colleague of mine on his first trip to Italy.  After 
walking all day on sightseeing tours through the beautiful city of Milan, my friend was hungry and stopped in for a hearty meal.  What was 
placed in front of him at the pizza shop was a small, flat Italian-style pizza -- he momentarily panicked.  “I’m going to still be starving after eating 
this little thing,” he thought, comparing the tiny dish in front of him to the Chicago-style pizza he would get at home.   

To his surprise, he finished the pizza and felt full  The smaller size contained intense flavors and satisfied his feeling of hunger - had the pizza 
of that intensity been of a larger size, it would have been too much to finish.  The same is true with coffee -- focus on small and flavorful and not 
big and bland for the best results from your coffee.

Do you serve a bottomless glass of 
wine?

Stop the free refills.  If you don’t serve a bottomless glass of wine or offer a buffet line with free refills on your steaks, you should not refill your 
coffee for free.  Refilling something for free implies that it has no value; and if the product is of no value, that’s precisely the attention that it will 
receive from management.   

Just like your alcohol bar, coffee is a profit center.  You’ll find that the “lingering guests” that would otherwise hold your tables hostage have to 
pay for each refill, they’ll be more likely to move along and consumers that truly like the taste of coffee will gladly pay some fee for a cup that 
tastes good.

Make coffee an integral part of the 
dining experience

Coffee is not an accessory or the beverage equivalent of an after dinner mint.  It’s a part of the meal that can be paired with foods, and can 
even have a beverage menu of its own.  Putting coffee on equal footing with your other menu components, like wine, appetizers, entrees and 
desserts will not only increase the profitability of your coffee service, but also improve the whole dining experience for your guests - the far 
majority of whom consume coffee regularly.



How do we do this in our own 
organization?

So how can we make this stuff work? 

Take a look at your hand-out entitled the “5 easy steps to better coffee.”  This document outlines the key suggestions that I have made in this 
presentation.  Pay particular attention to Step #1 “Respect Coffee.”  It sounds silly, I know… but it is crucial that your organization make a 
commitment to making coffee a part of your business model before you can be successful.  Only those organizations that believe coffee offers 
a significant money-making opportunity for their restaurants will make the decisions necessary to fulfill that prediction.  If you want to make 
more money from coffee in the abstract but are unwilling to change your culture or upgrade your offerings - it’s probably better that you stop 
now and focus your attention elsewhere. 

Open the floor to questions.

 

 

 

 

The experience is 
only as good as 
each item

As we’ve discussed, your guests dining experience relies upon each component of your product and service offerings, from the table serve they 
receive and the food that they eat, every part counts - including the coffee that you serve. 

 

 

 

 

Treat your coffee 
like you treat your 
food

Coffee is the only part of your dining experience that your guests will continue to experience in the long-lasting aftertaste that will remain in their 
mouths for several minutes, even hours following their trip to your restaurant.  You want that aftertaste to be a pleasant one.   

When you tread your coffee like you treat your food, it can be the most profitable component of your menu and one that will help to reinforce 
the other great food and service that you provide.



 

 

 

 

You can serve 
coffee as good as 
the best coffee 
shops

Your position in the foodservice industry allows you the opportunity to serve coffee as good as the best coffee shops around the world.  All it 
takes is a cultural commitment to do so, and then the attention to detail that will make it work.

 

 

 

 

You can achieve a 
new stream of 
revenue from 
existing business

Coffee consumers are already dining in your establishments; you don’t want them to leave and walk across the street to get a product that you 
can otherwise provide.  You already have the built-in traffic that would make an average coffee shop jealous.  Coffee improvements do not 
solely offer the possibility of brining new guests to your establishments -- we’re just making more money from the ones that are already there 
and they leave happier for the experience.  Everybody wins.

Andrew Hetzel 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